## Wiki pages: define a content template as default?

**Status**
- Open

**Subject**
Wiki pages: define a content template as default?

**Version**
3.x

**Category**
- Feature request

**Feature**
Wiki Syntax (text area, parser, external wiki, etc)

Content template

**Resolution status**
New

**Submitted by**
tobi_h

**Lastmod by**
tobi_h

**Rating**
★★★★★ (0) ▼

**Description**
Content Templates are an easy and comfortable way to change the look and content of wiki pages. It would be nice to be able to define such a template as your default for wiki pages, instead of having to choose it every single time you create a new wiki page, or changing the template of wiki pages in general.

**Solution**
Allow one of possibly many content templates to be the default template for new wiki pages.

**Importance**
6

**Priority**
30

**Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)**
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: [trunk](https://create.show2.tikiwiki.org) ▼

---

**Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org**

Version: [trunk](https://create.show2.tikiwiki.org) ▼
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Thursday 18 June, 2009 14:16:20 GMT-0000
by Unknown
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Comments

alain_desilets 25 Aug 11 16:36 GMT-0000
The pages on this site:


Is expected to predominantly be "design patterns", for which I have defined a template. I have created a QuickEdit form which automatically uses that template. But I still have the problem that if users click on a dangling question mark link to create a page, they have to manually choose the template. But most of my users are not that familiar with Tiki and may not know how to do this.

Alain Désilets

jp_eagle 10 Feb 14 11:20 GMT-0000
it is better to have such parameter
if do so, it is easy to create a module to create wiki pages from different template based on user's input.
this would be a very useful feature, tiki should take it.
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